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Introduction 
 Institutions today are increasingly under pressure to provide better products and 
services while operating more efficiently and cost-effectively; and academic libraries are 
no exception.  Many libraries are constantly asked to provide access to increasingly 
diverse services and collections, but must frequently face budget cuts and crises that force 
choices about which services and resources to provide.  The documentation of library 
usage statistics is one way to demonstrate the importance of resources and services, and 
can aid in making budgetary decisions and justifications (Bordeaux & Kraemer, 2005).  
This study proposes that academic library special collections departments can gain useful 
data from electronic usage statistics, and should track data of this type in order to help 
learn about the needs of their user populations and to inform management and decision-
making.   
 The study focuses on the Special Collections Research Center (SCRC) of the 
North Carolina State University Libraries, and examines tabulations of electronic usage 
data.  Managers and staff of the NCSU Libraries SCRC will be able to use this data to 
learn more about electronic use patterns and trends, and ideally as an aid in decisions 
about collection acquisition and processing and about online presentation of collections.  
Ideally, this study will provide data that will help address several management-related 
questions, including: 
- Is there demonstrated demand from library patrons, in the form of electronic 
usage statistics, for this type of collection? 
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- Is demonstrated demand enough to justify acquiring this collection? 
- Is demonstrated demand enough to justify digitizing this collection? 
- How can we provide better electronic access to this online collection? 
In addressing these questions, it is important to include data measures other than 
just electronic statistics in order to get a more complete picture of the situation and the 
needs of the institution; these measures might include feedback from patrons, public 
service use data, and institutional goals and priorities.  It is also important to remember 
that specific data from server web log files should only be used in the context of the 
organization where data is gathered (Van House, Weil, & McClure, 1990).   
This study will directly benefit the Special Collections Research Center of the 
North Carolina State University Libraries, but ideally it will also provide useful 
information and ideas that can be applied in other libraries and library departments.  
Many libraries may already be keeping track of web usage statistics, but may not be using 
this data.  This study will try to determine what information is available and what it can 
tell us; the hope is that it will provide special collections managers (and ideally managers 
of other departments) with useful data for decision-making, such as what collections or 
online pages see the most traffic, when users are accessing collections, and what usage 
patterns exist.   
 
Literature Review 
 Usage statistics of various types are collected, utilized, and recognized as 
important in libraries of many types, with varying collections and varying groups of 
patrons, but not all libraries collect or use this information in a standardized way.  There 
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are many approaches to collecting, using, and applying this type of data.  Harrington 
examined print statistics in a hospital library to help provide insight into what electronic 
resources should be purchased or promoted, and found that statistics could also contribute 
to choosing journals for de-selection, assessing popular titles, and weeding the collection 
(2006).  Fiore discusses how librarians in public libraries can utilize use statistics to 
"justify budget requests, change resource allocations, expand services, and show benefits 
of new services to the community" (1998).  On the academic library side, Weintraub 
asserts that the Yale University Library has been collecting electronic resource usage 
statistics since 1998, and that they use these statistics to monitor databases for turnaways, 
which occur when users are denied access, generally due to limits placed on number of 
concurrent users; and other usage changes that could signal access issues, aid in resource 
selection decisions, and learn about user habits (2004).   
 Traditional usage statistics such as patron visits, circulation numbers, interlibrary 
loans, and information services are accepted as measures of library use and means to help 
analyze workflow and improve library services (Welch, 2005).  The idea and process of 
gathering use statistics such as these in an academic library setting is not new.  Many 
special collections departments also have established procedures for gathering statistics 
on public services, such as recording information about inquiries received by phone, 
email, fax, walk-in, or snail mail; and tracking the number of classes taught by the 
department and attendance at those classes (Turcotte & Nemmers, 2006).  But despite the 
growing importance of library websites and electronic collections, the library community 
in general is still working to develop approaches to gathering, analyzing, reporting, and 
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applying measures of the electronic collections and services that they provide (Cohen 
2003a).   
 Though the library profession in general is in some ways still working out the best 
ways to collect, use, and apply electronic usage statistics, the tracking of website usage 
statistics has become an established practice in some areas of the library world, especially 
in the realm of electronic serials.  Initiatives such as Project COUNTER (Counting 
Online Usage of NeTworked Electronic Resources) and SUSHI (the Standardized Usage 
Statistics Harvesting Initiative) were created to improve the measurement of online usage 
statistics and to establish standardized methods to gather this data, respectively (Gedye & 
Park, 2004; Chandler & Jewell, 2006).  One way this data is being utilized is as part of 
the process for determining which serials to keep or to cancel.  Anderson posits that these 
statistics have applications in library areas beyond just serials, and suggests instruction, 
collection management, and administration as possibilities; linking demonstrated use with 
decisions on keeping or canceling and/or increasing or reducing funding for resources 
and programs (2005).   
 Questions of finance, funding, and budgetary issues routinely appear in the 
literature associated with usage statistics.  Finance and budget issues often force reviews 
of library collecting policies, but Bordeaux and Kraemer suggest evaluating the costs and 
benefits of journal purchases on an annual basis, not just in times of financial crisis.  
They recommend usage statistics as one way to help accomplish this, and as an aid in 
decision-making and in justifying library budgets (2005).  A similar suggestion could be 
made for the justification of special collections acquisitions and for the undertaking of 
digitization projects or the creation of born-digital collections. Kraemer advocates the 
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utilization of web usage data as a way to make better decisions about funding library 
functions like housing collections, providing services to library patrons, and reallocating 
funds to collection types that demonstrate increased use (2006).   
 This study aims to provide managers of special collections with more information 
to help answer the question, "Does justifiable demand exist for the digitization of this 
collection?"  Christianson and Aucoin studied a similar question with e-books versus 
print books, noting that "acquiring an e-book means something different for patrons than 
acquiring its print equivalent" (2005).  Factors Christianson and Aucoin list as potentially 
affecting patron choice between e-book and print include subject or discipline, 
assignment deadlines, distance to the library, time of day, patron's visual acuity, and type 
of information (reference versus extended reading) (2005).  These factors might also 
apply to special collections patrons choosing between using collections available 
electronically and physical items available through the brick-and-mortar library special 
collections department.   
 Though the establishment of web statistic measures and processes in academic 
library special collections departments is still in its early stages in many institutions, the 
use of Urchin software as a web statistic gatherer for special collections is already 
established in at least one university library other than the library where this study will 
take place.  In the 2006 Association of Research Libraries report on public services in 
special collections, information provided Pennsylvania State University tells that their 
special collections staff uses Urchin to monitor hits to their pages.  They do not, however, 
provide information on how this data is used (Turcotte & Nemmers, 2006).   
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 In a study by Kendall and Bakke (2006), usage statistics enabled library 
researchers to learn about their patrons and the information needs of those patrons, and 
how to make informed decisions about collection management and programming.   
Blake and Schleper suggest using a combination of data-gathering methods to help make 
collection management decisions, including usage statistics, subject-date analysis, 
bibliography or peer comparisons, patron input, cost-per-use, wear and tear, and 
anecdotal evidence. They suggest that librarians can use these methods to "decide or 
confirm subject strengths and weaknesses and acquisition emphases," but remind us that 
some usage statistics only provide a quantitative picture of item use (2004).   
 This study aims to help provide special collections managers with available but 
previously unexplored data for decision-making.  The potential contributions of web 
statistics to funding and digitization issues have already been addressed here, but the 
literature offers more possible applications that would be useful to special collections 
managers.  Pesch states that "you can't manage what you can't measure," and says that 
usage statistics can help drive bibliographic instruction, internal marketing, and web 
development (2004).  Cole reports that the use of web statistics can help libraries provide 
users with better and more relevant services (2000).  Cohen expands this thought, and 
states that usage statistics can help libraries fill internal and external reporting 
requirements, determine use of web resources and justify, modify, or expand the existing 
efforts; monitor activity level of users; and track usage activity by day of the week and 
time of day in order to help determine staff needs for user support (2003a).   
 Bauer says that, "Like the reference desk, the library Web site represents a service 
point.  The Web site service point, however, is electronic, and it requires new methods of 
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measuring usage" (2000).  Ramey presents an argument for log file analysis as a way to 
examine patterns and consistency of use over time, by measuring monthly, daily, and/or 
hourly statistics; origins of site hits; and the resources that are consulted most frequently 
(2000).  Welch agrees and states that these statistics can be useful in analyzing library site 
design, and can lead to changes such as moving high-use pages to more prominent or 
easy-to-access locations on the site (2005). 
 Other researchers advocate the use of log files, but advise caution. Cohen reminds 
us that server logs record computer behavior, not user behavior (2003a).  Hulbert tells us 
not to use this data alone to make decisions, and that it is critical to examine usage over a 
period of time (2001).  Jana and Chatterjee also suggest examining website usage 
statistics over a period of time, in order to determine patterns and peak usage times 
(2004). Cohen agrees, suggesting that institutions track site visits on weekdays versus 
weekends, and by time of day in order to see differences in times when users are 
accessing pages (2003b).  Van House, Weil, and McClure remind us that "measurement 
is not an end in itself", and that in order to justify the effort of collecting data on library 
services, the data must be put to use to improve library services (1990).  These authors 
suggest that data gathered can help form a basis for library planning, and that data must 
be examined in the context of the library where it was obtained (1990).  The hope for this 
study is that it will provide the Special Collections Research Center of the NCSU 
Libraries with information that is useful in seeing trends and patterns and ultimately in 
helping to make decisions about collections and services.  This data is not meant to be 
used alone or in a vacuum in its application in the practical environment, but to be 
considered in addition to information already in use in the SCRC, such as public service 
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statistics and feedback from users.   The data this study examines is relevant only to the 
SCRC at the NCSU Libraries, but the hope is that the method could be applied in other 
institutions as well.   
 
Methodology 
 This case study examines electronic use data from NCSU Libraries Special 
Collections Research Center web pages, gathered by the software package Urchin, 
version five, on the website of the NCSU Libraries.  Data gathering required access to the 
NCSU Libraries' Urchin, which is a software package designed to manage website 
statistics and provide statistical reports. Available statistics on the Libraries’ website are 
grouped into reports by fiscal year, limitable by date and directory, and available in 
filtered and unfiltered versions.  In the filtered versions, the Information Technology 
Department of the NCSU Libraries has made an attempt to remove data created by 
unwanted traffic from spiders, bots, and web crawlers belonging to search sites such as 
Google and Yahoo.  This study examines filtered reports, and limits the data to 
directories that are relevant to the SCRC.  There are four relevant directories: /exhibits/, 
/findingaids/, /specialcollections/, and /universityarchives/.   
 Within each fiscal year report, it is possible to limit the date range to a period of 
time such as a day, week, or month.  Because of the huge amount of data available and 
the limited time frame available in which to examine it, two months within the 2006/2007 
fiscal year were chosen for study.  The first data set is October of 2006, during NCSU's 
fall semester; the second data set is February of 2007, during NCSU's spring semester. 
These months were chosen because they should be representative of typical mid-semester 
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times in which no extended school holidays or breaks are taking place.  Month-long data 
sets were chosen instead of random samples because cohesive data sets are more in line 
with the SCRC's data-gathering processes.  When SCRC staff members gather public 
service data, they track data over a period of time, not in a succession of random samples.  
Because the results of this study are meant to be useful to SCRC managers and staff, 
electronic data sets selected are similar to those that are tracked in public service data.   
 Urchin gathers data on numerous statistical measures, including page hits, page 
views, page view lengths, requested pages, user sessions, referrals from other sites, 
electronic search terms, entrance pages, exit pages, bounce rates, and click paths; but not 
all of these statistical measures were available when the data sets were limited into 
directories.  The six measures tracked in this study are bounces, downloads, entrance 
pages, exit pages, pageview length, and requested pages.  Urchin provides descriptions of 
these measures:   
Bounces 
A page bounce occurs when a user views a page and then exits that page without visiting 
any other pages on the site. This report calculates the bounce rate percentage by dividing 
the number of page bounces by the number of entrances on that page.  
Downloads 
The Downloads report ranks the popularity of all site downloads by number of hits 
(requests) per file and relative percentage to the total number of downloads.  According 
to Urchin, a download is determined by the file extension and Urchin's configuration 
settings. In general, downloads include archives, executables, PDFs, and other non-
image/non-HTML documents.  In the data gathered in this study, file types tracked by 
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download reports were Microsoft Word documents (.doc files), Portable Document Files 
(.pdfs), and Microsoft PowerPoint documents (.ppt files).   
Entrance Pages 
The Entrance Pages report shows the first page viewed for each session in a selected date 
range.  Urchin's configuration controls which file extensions are treated as pageviews. 
According to Urchin, in general, images and other embedded content, such as style sheets 
and javascript, are not considered to be pageviews.  However, the data gathered in this 
study included style sheet files and document type definition files (dtds) in some cases.  
These files were filtered out when examining the data for patterns and trends.  This data 
does not include information on how users discovered pages, such as search terms 
entered or links clicked.     
Exit Pages 
The Exit Pages report lists the last page visited in each session by a site’s visitor over a 
selected date range. Urchin's configuration controls which file extensions are treated as 
pageviews. According to Urchin, in general, images and other embedded content, such as 
style sheets and javascript, are not considered to be pageviews.  However, the data 
gathered in this study included style sheet files and document type definition files (dtds) 
in some cases.  These files were filtered out when examining the data for patterns and 
trends.  This data does not include information on where users went after exiting pages in 
these directories.   
Length of Pageview 
The Length of Pageview report shows the pages on a site by the average time spent on 
each page for all sessions during a selected date range. The average time spent on each 
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page is shown in hours, minutes, and seconds.  In order to determine how long a user 
spent on a particular page, Urchin compares the timestamp of that page with the 
timestamp of the next page in the path, and uses the difference. This only works for pages 
that were not exit pages, so bounce pages are not represented here. The report keeps track 
of the total time spent on a page and computes the average by dividing by the number of 
non-exit views for that page.  It is possible that this statistic could be skewed by users 
opening a page and leaving it open for minutes, hours, or even days without actually 
using the page for that amount of time.  The highest average pageview time reported in 
this study was twenty-one minutes and five seconds, and was associated with the 
electronic finding aid for MC 221, an entomology collection.  Four pages in the data set 
had average pageview lengths of between ten and eleven minutes, all other pages had 
average views of less than ten minutes.  It is, of course, impossible to know what users 
were doing while they had these pages open, but the relatively small spread of data in this 
study indicates that instances of users leaving pages open for great lengths of time while 
not using them is a not huge issue in this data set.   
Requested Pages 
The Requested Pages report ranks the popularity of the pages (HTML files, generally) 
visited on the site by number of pageviews and relative percentage. Urchin's 
configuration controls which file extensions are treated as pageviews. According to 
Urchin, in general, images and other embedded content, such as style sheets and 
javascript, are not considered to be pageviews.  However, the data gathered in this study 
included style sheet files and document type definition files (dtds) in some cases.  These 
files were filtered out when examining the data for patterns and trends.    
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 After selecting reports by date range and directory, data was exported from 
Urchin into Microsoft Excel for analysis.  Because of the huge amount of data available 
in some of these reports, only the top 100 results in each section were exported.  In some 
cases the top 100 results account for all bounce, download, entrance, exit, pageview 
length, and/or page request traffic in a given directory during the month in question; but 
in most cases the top 100 results do not capture all traffic but do capture the majority of 
traffic for the month.  For example, in February of 2007, the entrance page results in the 
Exhibits directory is topped by a page with 355 entrances and 5.43% of entrances, and 
the data set is cut off at the 100th result, a page with ten entrance views and 0.15% of 
entrances for the month.  This example is typical of most of the results sets, with results 
below the cut-off making up tenths of percentage points in the larger data sets.  After 
exporting the data, reports were examined by directory and by month for trends and 
patterns.  Some exported data sets were skewed by the inclusion of files that define 
content presentation for all or many pages in a given directory, such as document type 
definition files (dtds), server-side includes, and cascading style sheet (CSS) files.  These 
files are important in displaying content to users, and they are generally automatically 
requested when users access pages that refer to these files.  Because users are not 
generally specifically accessing these files, these items were disregarded when examining 
the results.  Descriptions and tables of results follow this section, then discussion of the 
results. 
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Results 
 This section presents results collected for each measure in the Exhibits, Finding 
Aids, Special Collections, and University Archive directories.  Tabular data shows only 
the top results in each section; a more complete set of results may be made available upon 
request.  Result analysis, recommendations, and directions for future research follow in 
the Discussion section.   
I. Exhibits 
Bounce Rate / Bounce Pages 
 In October of 2006, there were 6,554 bounces from 209 different pages in the 
Exhibits directory, and 8,601 total entrances on pages in this directory, for an overall 
bounce rate of 74.79%.  In February of 2007, there were 4,807 bounces from 190 pages, 
with 6,540 total entrances, for a bounce rate of 66.65%.  There were 1,747 more page 
bounces in 10/06 than in 2/07, a difference of 36.34%; and there were 2,061 more 
entrances in 10/06 than in 2/07, a difference of 31.51%.  There were 19 more pages with 
bounces in 10/06 than in 2/07, a difference of 10.00%; and the difference in bounce rate 
between 10/06 and 2/07 is 8.14 percentage points.   
 In the top 100 bounce pages of 10/06, 12 pages had bounce rates of 90% or 
higher; and two of those had bounce rates of 100%.  In the top 100 bounce pages of 2/07, 
six pages had bounce rates of 90% or higher; and two of those had bounce rates of 100%.  
The following charts rank the top ten bounce pages in 10/06 and 2/07 by bounce rate:  
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Top Ten Exhibits Pages by Bounce Rate, 10/06 
Rank Page Bounces Entrances 
Bounce 
Rate 
1 /exhibits/chancellors/winstead.html 29 29 100.00% 
2 /exhibits/chancellors/fox.html 19 19 100.00% 
3 /exhibits/chancellors/oblinger.html 14 14 100.00% 
4 /exhibits/chancellors/thomas.html 10 10 100.00% 
5 /exhibits/westwood/biography.htm 17 18 94.44% 
6 /exhibits/baseball/highlights.html 1,455 1,547 94.05% 
7 /exhibits/chancellors/caldwell.html 15 16 93.75% 
8 /exhibits/chancellors/winston.html 14 15 93.33% 
9 /exhibits/baseball/about.html 13 14 92.86% 
10 /exhibits/patents/Pams.htm 11 12 91.67% 
 
Top Ten Exhibits Pages by Bounce Rate, 2/07 
Rank Page Bounces Entrances 
Bounce 
Rate 
1 /exhibits/tippmann/tipp.html 12 12 100.00% 
2 /exhibits/matsumoto/gadwall.htm 9 9 100.00% 
3 
/exhibits/gibill/Interviews/eAllen_Harry_ 
Interview.html 14 15 93.33% 
4 /exhibits/westwood/biography.htm 13 14 92.86% 
5 /exhibits/sodfather/etimeline1980.html 37 41 90.24% 
6 /exhibits/smith/writer.html 18 20 90.00% 
7 /exhibits/regan/animalrights.htm 57 64 89.06% 
8 /exhibits/tobacco/text2.html 49 56 87.50% 
9 /exhibits/smith/awards.html 24 28 85.71% 
10 /exhibits/baseball/index.html 18 21 85.71% 
 
The following charts rank the top Exhibit pages by number of bounces: 
 
Top Ten Exhibits Pages by Number of Bounces, 10/06 
Rank Page Bounces Entrances 
Bounce 
Rate 
1 /exhibits/baseball/highlights.html 1,455 1,547 94.05% 
2 /exhibits/vietnam/highlights.html 469 609 77.01% 
3 /exhibits/sports/trappings.html 323 430 75.12% 
4 /exhibits/sports/index.html 232 308 75.32% 
5 /exhibits/tobacco/thistory.html 207 272 76.10% 
6 /exhibits/regan/familylifeandeducation.htm 199 268 74.25% 
7 /exhibits/smith/bibliography.html 182 212 85.85% 
8 /exhibits/tobacco/tecon.html 154 206 74.76% 
9 /exhibits/newbooks99/index.html 134 191 70.16% 
10 /exhibits/patents/CALS.htm 132 165 80.00% 
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Top Ten Exhibits Pages by Number of Bounces, 2/07 
Rank Page Bounces Entrances 
Bounce 
Rate 
1 /exhibits/vietnam/highlights.html 264 355 74.37% 
2 /exhibits/smith/bibliography.html 192 229 83.84% 
3 /exhibits/regan/familylifeandeducation.htm 176 226 77.88% 
4 /exhibits/tobacco/thistory.html 159 225 70.67% 
5 /exhibits/tobacco/tecon.html 135 196 68.88% 
6 /exhibits/sports/index.html 134 182 73.63% 
7 /exhibits/tippmann/linneaus.html 131 197 66.50% 
8 /exhibits/patents/CALS.htm 126 166 75.90% 
9 /exhibits/newbooks99/index.html 121 202 59.90% 
10 /exhibits/dianawalker/highlights.html 112 136 82.35% 
 
The number one bounce/entrance page in 10/06 was /exhibits/baseball/highlights.html, 
with 1,455 bounces, 1,547 entrances, and a bounce rate of 94.05%.  This page was ranked 
15th in 2/07, with 82 bounces, 103 entrances, and a bounce rate of 79.61%.  The number 
one bounce/entrance page in 2/07 was /exhibits/vietnam/highlights.html, with 264 
bounces, 355 entrances, and a bounce rate of 74.37%.  This page was ranked second in 
bounces and entrances in 10/06, with 469 bounces, 609 entrances, and a bounce rate of 
77.01%.   
Downloads 
 October of 2006 saw 151 downloads of 14 different files in the Exhibits directory, 
while there were 103 downloads of 16 different files in the same directory in February of 
2007.  The top downloaded file in both 10/06 and 2/07 was 
/exhibits/sodfather/PDF/sodfather.pdf, with 40 hits in 10/06 and 18 hits in 2/07.  The top 
fourteen downloads in 2/07 are the same files as the fourteen downloaded files in 10/06, 
though in a slightly different order.  The two files on the 2/07 list that were not on the 
10/06 list rank at the very bottom of the list in 2/07, making up only four hits, or 3.88% 
of hits.  The following charts list the top ten downloads in both 10/06 and 2/07: 
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Top Ten Exhibits Directory Downloads, 10/06 
Rank File Hits 
Percent of 
Hits 
1 /exhibits/sodfather/PDF/sodfather.pdf 40 26.49% 
2 /exhibits/gibill/Interviews/eAllen_Harry_Interview.pdf 19 12.58% 
3 /exhibits/gibill/Interviews/eRivera_Jules_Interview.pdf 17 11.26% 
4 /exhibits/gibill/Interviews/eMcCann_Charlie_Interview.pdf 16 10.60% 
5 /exhibits/gibill/Interviews/eMeyer_Ted_Interview.pdf 13 8.61% 
6 /exhibits/gibill/Interviews/eMoreland_Don_Interview.pdf 12 7.95% 
7 /exhibits/gibill/Interviews/ePeterson_Richard_Interview.pdf 11 7.28% 
8 /exhibits/gibill/Interviews/eHarrington_Si_interview.pdf 11 7.28% 
9 /exhibits/gibill/images/GIBillfirstpage.pdf 4 2.65% 
10 /exhibits/smith/images/adlai%20stevenson%20story.pdf 3 1.99% 
  Total 146 96.69% 
 
Top Ten Exhibits Directory Downloads, 2/07 
Rank File Hits 
Percent of 
Hits 
1 /exhibits/sodfather/PDF/sodfather.pdf 18 17.48% 
2 /exhibits/gibill/Interviews/eHarrington_Si_interview.pdf 13 12.62% 
3 /exhibits/gibill/Interviews/eAllen_Harry_Interview.pdf 13 12.62% 
4 /exhibits/gibill/Interviews/eRivera_Jules_Interview.pdf 10 9.71% 
5 /exhibits/gibill/Interviews/eMoreland_Don_Interview.pdf 7 6.80% 
6 /exhibits/gibill/images/GIBillfirstpage.pdf 7 6.80% 
7 /exhibits/gibill/GIBillPressRelease.doc 6 5.83% 
8 /exhibits/gibill/Interviews/eMeyer_Ted_Interview.pdf 5 4.85% 
9 /exhibits/gibill/images/GIBilllastpage.pdf 5 4.85% 
10 /exhibits/patents/PDF/bennett.pdf 4 3.88% 
  Total 88 85.44% 
 
Entrance Pages 
 There were entrances on 184 pages in the Exhibits directory in 10/06, with 8,601 
total page entrances.  8,099 page entrances, or 94.16% of total page entrances, were 
accounted for in the top 100 entrance pages.  There were entrances on 138 pages in 2/07, 
with 6,540 total page entrances.  6,341 page entrances, or 96.96% of total page entrances, 
were accounted for in the top 100 entrances.  Visitors entered this directory on 46 more 
pages in 10/06 than in 2/07, a difference of 33.33%; and there were 2,061 more entrances 
in 10/06 than in 2/07, a difference of 31.51%. 
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 The top entrance page in 10/06 was /exhibits/baseball/highlights.html, with 1,547 
total entrances, making up 17.99% of total page entrances.  This page ranked 17th in 
entrances in 2/07, with 103 entrances and 1.57% of total page entrances.  The top 
entrance page in 2/07 was /exhibits/vietnam/highlights.html, with 355 total entrances, 
making up 5.43% of total page entrances.  This page ranked second in entrances in 10/06, 
with 609 entrances and 7.08% of total page entrances.  The following charts list the top 
ten entrance pages in 10/06 and 2/07: 
Top Ten Exhibits Pages by Entrances, 10/06 
Rank Address Entrances 
Percent of 
Entrances 
1 /exhibits/baseball/highlights.html 1,547 17.99% 
2 /exhibits/vietnam/highlights.html 609 7.08% 
3 /exhibits/sports/trappings.html 430 5.00% 
4 /exhibits/sports/index.html 308 3.58% 
5 /exhibits/tobacco/thistory.html 272 3.16% 
6 /exhibits/regan/familylifeandeducation.htm 268 3.12% 
7 /exhibits/smith/bibliography.html 212 2.46% 
8 /exhibits/tobacco/tecon.html 206 2.40% 
9 /exhibits/newbooks99/index.html 191 2.22% 
10 /exhibits/patents/CALS.htm 165 1.92% 
  Total 4,208 48.93% 
 
Top Ten Exhibits Pages by Entrances, 2/07 
Rank Address Entrances 
Percent of 
Entrances 
1 /exhibits/vietnam/highlights.html 355 5.43% 
2 /exhibits/pulitzer/home.html 311 4.76% 
3 /exhibits/smith/bibliography.html 229 3.50% 
4 /exhibits/regan/familylifeandeducation.htm 226 3.46% 
5 /exhibits/tobacco/thistory.html 225 3.44% 
6 /exhibits/newbooks99/index.html 202 3.09% 
7 /exhibits/tippmann/linneaus.html 197 3.01% 
8 /exhibits/tobacco/tecon.html 196 3.00% 
9 /exhibits/sports/index.html 182 2.78% 
10 /exhibits/patents/CALS.htm 166 2.54% 
  Total 2,289 35.01% 
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Exit Pages 
 October of 2006 saw 8,704 exits off of 231 pages in the Exhibits directory, with 
7,940 or 91.22% accounted for in the top 100 exit pages.  February of 2007 saw 7,360 
exits off of 268 pages in this directory, with 6,480 or 88.04% accounted for in the top 100 
exit pages.  Visitors exited off of 37 more pages in this directory in 2/07 than in 10/06, a 
difference of 16.02%.  Though the number of exit pages was higher in 2/07, visitors 
exited out of this directory 1,344 more times in 10/06 than in 2/07, a difference of 
18.26%. 
 The top exit page in 10/06 was /exhibits/baseball/highlights.html, with 1,537 exits 
and 17.66% of total page exits for the month.  This page ranked 17th in page exits in 2/07, 
with 98 exits and 1.33% of total page exits for the month.  The top exit page in 2/07 was 
/exhibits/pulitzer/h2002.html, with 437 exits and 5.94% of total page exits.  This page 
ranked 31st in page exits in 10/06, with 56 exits and 0.64% of total page exits for the 
month. The following charts list the top ten exit pages in 10/06 and 2/07: 
Top Ten Exhibits Pages by Exits, 10/06 
Rank Address Exits 
Percent of 
Exits 
1 /exhibits/baseball/highlights.html 1,537 17.66% 
2 /exhibits/vietnam/highlights.html 610 7.01% 
3 /exhibits/sports/trappings.html 395 4.54% 
4 /exhibits/sports/index.html 298 3.42% 
5 /exhibits/regan/familylifeandeducation.htm 272 3.13% 
6 /exhibits/tobacco/thistory.html 246 2.83% 
7 /exhibits/smith/bibliography.html 227 2.61% 
8 /exhibits/tobacco/tecon.html 206 2.37% 
9 /exhibits/newbooks99/index.html 192 2.21% 
10 /exhibits/patents/CALS.htm 160 1.84% 
  Total 4,143 47.62% 
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Top Ten Exhibits Pages by Exits, 2/07 
Rank Address Exits 
Percent of 
Exits 
1 /exhibits/pulitzer/h2002.html 437 5.94% 
2 /exhibits/vietnam/highlights.html 349 4.74% 
3 /exhibits/smith/bibliography.html 237 3.22% 
4 /exhibits/regan/familylifeandeducation.htm 224 3.04% 
5 /exhibits/tobacco/thistory.html 209 2.84% 
6 /exhibits/newbooks99/index.html 199 2.70% 
7 /exhibits/tobacco/tecon.html 194 2.64% 
8 /exhibits/tippmann/linneaus.html 187 2.54% 
9 /exhibits/patents/CALS.htm 171 2.32% 
10 /exhibits/sports/index.html 165 2.24% 
  Total 2,372 32.22% 
 
Length of Pageview 
 There were a total of 246 pages viewed in the Exhibits directory in October of 
2006, with a total pageview time of four hours, twenty-three minutes, and twenty-six 
seconds.  75.50% of these pageviews are accounted for in the top 100 pages viewed, with 
three hours, eighteen minutes, and fifty-four seconds.  There were a total of 366 pages 
viewed in February of 2007, with a total pageview time of four hours, twenty-eight 
minutes, and fifty-three seconds.  71.98% of these pageviews are accounted for in the top 
100 pages viewed, with three hours, thirteen minutes, and thirty-three seconds.  Users 
viewed 120 more pages in this directory in 2/07 than in 10/06, a difference of 48.78%.  
Despite this difference, the amount of time users spent viewing pages in this directory 
was very similar in the two months, with 2/07 having a longer total pageview time by 
five minutes and 27 seconds.    
 The top-ranked page by average length of pageview in 10/06 was 
/exhibits/boomingout/events.html, with an average length of five minutes and nineteen 
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seconds per pageview.  The views on this page accounted for 2.02% of pageview time for 
the month.  This page did not appear in the top 100 pages by length of pageview in 2/07.   
 The top-ranked page by average length of pageview in 2/07 was 
/exhibits/maryeannefox/life.html, with an average length of five minutes and eight 
seconds per pageview.  The views on this page accounted for 1.91% of pageview time for 
the month.  This page was ranked tenth in length of pageview in 10/06, with an average 
pageview length of three minutes and fifty-one seconds, and making up 1.46% of 
pageview time for the month.  The following charts list the top ten pages in this directory 
in 10/06 and 2/07, ranked by length of pageview: 
Top Ten Exhibits Pages by Length of Pageview, 10/06 
Rank Address 
Average 
Time per 
Pageview 
Percent of 
Time for 
the Month 
1 /exhibits/boomingout/events.html 00:05:19 2.02% 
2 /exhibits/maryeannefox/early.html 00:05:11 1.97% 
3 /exhibits/boomingout/about.html 00:04:59 1.89% 
4 /exhibits/requiem/contactus.html 00:04:58 1.89% 
5 /exhibits/matsumoto/matsbio.htm 00:04:53 1.85% 
6 /exhibits/tobacco/text2.html 00:04:45 1.80% 
7 /exhibits/boomingout/contactus.html 00:04:37 1.75% 
8 /exhibits/sodfather/etimeline1970.html 00:04:06 1.56% 
9 /exhibits/matsumoto/mastawds.htm 00:03:53 1.47% 
10 /exhibits/maryeannefox/life.html 00:03:51 1.46% 
  Total 00:46:32 17.66% 
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Top Ten Exhibits Pages by Length of Pageview, 2/07 
Rank Address 
Average 
Time per 
Pageview 
Percent of 
Time for 
the Month 
1 /exhibits/maryeannefox/life.html 00:05:08 1.91% 
2 /exhibits/matsumoto/pressphotos.htm 00:04:13 1.57% 
3 
/exhibits/gibill/Interviews/eAllen_Harry_Inter
view.html 00:04:07 1.53% 
4 /exhibits/maryeannefox/timeline.html 00:03:44 1.39% 
5 /exhibits/gibill/GIBillPressRelease.doc 00:03:39 1.36% 
6 /exhibits/dianawalker/highlights.html 00:03:36 1.34% 
7 /exhibits/matsumoto/mastawds.htm 00:03:35 1.33% 
8 /exhibits/gibill/eMonstrosities.html 00:03:25 1.27% 
9 /exhibits/sodfather/etimeline1990.html 00:03:15 1.21% 
10 /exhibits/feast/highlights.html 00:03:15 1.21% 
  Total 00:37:57 14.12% 
 
Requested Pages 
 October of 2006 saw a total of 306 pages requested in the Exhibits directory, with 
those pages viewed a total of 17,624 times.  14,420 of these views, or 81.82%, were 
accounted for in the top 100 requested pages for the month.  February of 2007 saw a total 
of 374 pages requested, with those pages viewed a total of 19,175 times.  15,987 of these 
views, or 83.37%, were accounted for in the top 100 requested pages for the month.  
There were 68 more pages requested in this directory in 2/07 than in 10/06, a difference 
of 22.22%.  There were 1,551 more page requests in 2/07 than in 10/06, a difference of 
8.80%.   
 In October of 2006, the top five requested pages were the only pages that 
accounted for more than 2% of views for the month.  The top requested page, 
/exhibits/baseball/highlights.html, accounted for 1,708, or 9.69%, of the total page 
requests for the month.  This page ranked #31 in page requests in 2/07, with 139 requests 
and 0.72% of total requests.  In February of 2007, the top ten requested pages are the only 
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pages that accounted for more than 2% of views for the month.  The top requested page, 
/exhibits/pulitzer/h2002.html, accounted for 1,196, or 6.24%, of the total page requests 
for the month.  This page ranked seventh in page requests in 10/06, with 329 requests and 
1.87% of total requests.  The following charts list the top ten requested pages in this 
directory in 10/06 and 2/07: 
Top Ten Exhibits Pages by Requests, 10/06 
Rank Address Requests 
Percent of 
Requests 
1 /exhibits/baseball/highlights.html 1,708 9.69% 
2 /exhibits/vietnam/highlights.html 784 4.45% 
3 /exhibits/sports/trappings.html 606 3.44% 
4 /exhibits/sports/index.html 448 2.54% 
5 /exhibits/regan/familylifeandeducation.htm 354 2.01% 
6 /exhibits/tobacco/thistory.html 344 1.95% 
7 /exhibits/pulitzer/h2002.html 329 1.87% 
8 /exhibits/newbooks99/index.html 296 1.68% 
9 /exhibits/tobacco/tecon.html 293 1.66% 
10 /exhibits/index.html 289 1.64% 
  Total 5,451 30.93% 
 
Top Ten Exhibits Pages by Requests, 2/07 
Rank Address Requests 
Percent of 
Requests 
1 /exhibits/pulitzer/h2002.html 1,196 6.24% 
2 /exhibits/pulitzer/h1945.html 814 4.25% 
3 /exhibits/pulitzer/h1949.html 585 3.05% 
4 /exhibits/vietnam/highlights.html 450 2.35% 
5 /exhibits/pulitzer/winners.html 435 2.27% 
6 /exhibits/pulitzer/h1977.html 429 2.24% 
7 /exhibits/pulitzer/h1974.html 400 2.09% 
8 /exhibits/pulitzer/h2001.html 400 2.09% 
9 /exhibits/pulitzer/h1958.html 389 2.03% 
10 /exhibits/pulitzer/h1985.html 385 2.01% 
  Total 5,483 28.62% 
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II. Finding Aids 
Bounce Rate / Bounce Pages 
 In October of 2006, there were 4,382 bounces from 540 different pages in the 
Finding Aids directory, and 6,721 total entrances on pages in this directory, for an overall 
bounce rate of 61.51%.  In February of 2007, there were 4,713 bounces from 498 pages, 
with 6,292 total entrances, for a bounce rate of 66.08%.  There were 331 more page 
bounces in 2/07 than in 10/06, a difference of 7.55%; and there were 429 more entrances 
in 10/06 than in 2/07, a difference of 6.82%.  There were 42 more pages with bounces in 
10/06 than in 2/07, a difference of 8.43%; and the difference in bounce rate between 
10/06 and 2/07 is 4.57 percentage points.   
 In the top 100 bounce pages of 10/06, 18 pages had bounce rates of 90% or 
higher; and three of those had bounce rates of 100%.  In the top 100 bounce pages of 
2/07, 25 pages had bounce rates of 90% or higher; and two of those had bounce rates of 
100%.  The top 100 results in both of these months contained numerous server-side 
includes and document type definition files (dtds), which have been filtered out in the 
results below.  The following charts rank the top ten bounce pages in 10/06 and 2/07 by 
bounce rate: 
Top Ten Finding Aids by Bounce Rate, 10/06 
Rank Page Bounces 
Entrance
s 
Bounce 
Rate 
1 /findingaids/mc00021/index.html 16 16 100.00% 
2 /findingaids/mc00247/index.html 15 15 100.00% 
3 /findingaids/mc00329/index.html 14 14 100.00% 
4 /findingaids/mc00348/index.html 29 30 96.67% 
5 /findingaids/mc00211/index.html 27 28 96.43% 
6 /findingaids/mss00255/index.html 25 26 96.15% 
7 /findingaids/ua105_045/index.html 18 19 94.74% 
8 /findingaids/ua140_012/index.html 17 18 94.44% 
9 /findingaids/mss00088/index.html 77 82 93.90% 
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10 /findingaids/mc00063/index.html 45 48 93.75% 
 
Top Ten Finding Aids by Bounce Rate, 2/07 
Rank Page Bounces Entrances 
Bounce 
Rate 
1 /findingaids/mc00005/index.html 12 12 100.00% 
2 /findingaids/mc00126/index.html 12 12 100.00% 
3 /findingaids/ua024/index.html 25 26 96.15% 
4 /findingaids/mc00313/index.html 21 22 95.45% 
5 /findingaids/ua102_200/index.html 19 20 95.00% 
6 /findingaids/rbc00001/index.html 34 36 94.44% 
7 /findingaids/mss00255/index.html 17 18 94.44% 
8 /findingaids/mc00227/index.html 15 16 93.75% 
9 /findingaids/mc00348/index.html 28 30 93.33% 
10 /findingaids/mc00243/index.html 26 28 92.86% 
 
The following charts rank the top finding aids by number of bounces: 
 
Top Ten Finding Aids by Number of Bounces, 10/06 
Rank Page Bounces Entrances 
Bounce 
Rate 
1 /findingaids/mc00324/index.html 120 140 85.71% 
2 /findingaids/mss00088/index.html 77 82 93.90% 
3 /findingaids/ua023_004/index.html 72 83 86.75% 
4 /findingaids/mss00090/index.html 51 63 80.95% 
5 /findingaids/ua003_011/index.html 47 58 81.03% 
6 /findingaids/mc00285/index.html 47 52 90.38% 
7 /findingaids/ua105_200/index.html 46 58 79.31% 
8 /findingaids/mc00063/index.html 45 48 93.75% 
9 /findingaids/ua015_010/index.html 41 50 82.00% 
10 /findingaids/ua050_003/index.html 37 48 77.08% 
 
Top Ten Finding Aids by Number of Bounces, 2/07 
Rank Page Bounces Entrances 
Bounce 
Rate 
1 /findingaids/mc00324/index.html 242 323 74.92% 
2 /findingaids/mc00244/index.html 119 129 92.25% 
3 /findingaids/mss00090/index.html 64 75 85.33% 
4 /findingaids/ua105_200/index.html 60 77 77.92% 
5 /findingaids/ua015_007/index.html 58 68 85.29% 
6 /findingaids/mc00374/index.html 53 59 89.83% 
7 /findingaids/ua015_010/index.html 51 68 75.00% 
8 /findingaids/mc00057/index.html 48 52 92.31% 
9 /findingaids/mc00264/index.html 48 59 81.36% 
10 /findingaids/ua023_004/index.html 45 58 77.59% 
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The number one bounce/entrance page in 10/06 was /findingaids/mc00324/index.html, 
with 120 bounces, 140 entrances, and a bounce rate of 85.71%.  This page was also 
ranked first in 2/07, with 242 bounces, 323 entrances, and a bounce rate of 74.92%.  
Downloads 
 There were no files downloaded from the Finding Aids directory in October of 
2006 or February of 2007.  This may be due to a lack of pdf, doc, and ppt files available 
to users in this directory.   
Entrance Pages 
 There were entrances on 484 pages in the Finding Aids directory in 10/06, with 
6,721 total page entrances.  4,200 page entrances, or 62.44% of total page entrances, were 
accounted for in the top 100 entrance pages.  There were entrances on 364 pages in this 
directory in 2/07, with 6,292 total page entrances.  4,544 page entrances, or 72.22% of 
total page entrances, were accounted for in the top 100 entrances.  Visitors entered this 
directory on 120 more pages in 10/06 than in 2/07, a difference of 32.97%; and there 
were 429 more entrances in 10/06 than in 2/07, a difference of 6.82%. 
 The top two entrance pages in 10/06 were dtd files; the top non-dtd entrance page 
was /findingaids/xml/mc00324.xml, an xml finding aid for the Charles Horton papers.  
This page had 143 total entrances, making up 2.45% of total page entrances.  This page 
ranked fifth in entrances in 2/07, with 124 entrances and 1.97% of total page entrances.  
The top entrance page in 2/07 was the html counterpart of 10/06’s top page, 
/findingaids/mc00324/index.html.  This page had 323 total entrances, making up 5.13% 
of total page entrances.  This page ranked fourth in entrances in 10/06, with 140 
entrances and 2.08% of total page entrances.   
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 The following charts list the top ten html and xml finding aids, ranked by page 
entrances, for 10/06 and 2/07: 
Top Ten Finding Aids by Entrances, 10/06 
Rank Address Entrances 
Percent of 
Entrances 
1 /findingaids/xml/mc00324.xml 143 2.13% 
2 /findingaids/mc00324/index.html 140 2.08% 
3 /findingaids/ua023_004/index.html 83 1.23% 
4 /findingaids/mss00088/index.html 82 1.22% 
5 /findingaids/mss00090/index.html 63 0.94% 
6 /findingaids/ua105_200/index.html 58 0.86% 
7 /findingaids/ua003_011/index.html 58 0.86% 
8 /findingaids/xml/mc00021.xml 53 0.79% 
9 /findingaids/mc00285/index.html 52 0.77% 
10 /findingaids/ua015_010/index.html 50 0.74% 
  Total 782 11.62% 
 
Top Ten Finding Aids by Entrances, 2/07 
Rank Address Entrances 
Percent of 
Entrances 
1 /findingaids/mc00324/index.html 323 5.13% 
2 /findingaids/mc00244/index.html 129 2.05% 
3 /findingaids/xml/mc00324.xml 124 1.97% 
4 /findingaids/ua105_200/index.html 77 1.22% 
5 /findingaids/mss00090/index.html 75 1.19% 
6 /findingaids/ua015_010/index.html 68 1.08% 
7 /findingaids/ua015_007/index.html 68 1.08% 
8 /findingaids/mc00225/index.html 63 1.00% 
9 /findingaids/mc00374/index.html 59 0.94% 
10 /findingaids/mc00264/index.html 59 0.94% 
  Total 1,045 16.60% 
 
Exit Pages 
 October of 2006 saw 7,910 exits off of 700 pages in the Finding Aids directory, 
with 5,184 or 65.54% accounted for in the top 100 exit pages.  February of 2007 saw 
8,104 exits off of 730 pages, with 5,510 or 67.99% accounted for in the top 100 exit 
pages.  Visitors exited off of 30 more pages in this directory in 2/07 than in 10/06, a 
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difference of 4.29%.  There were 194 more exits out of this directory in 2/07 than in 
10/06, a difference of 2.45%.   
 Like the page entrance data, the page exit data in this directory contained a 
significant number of dtd files.  The top non-dtd exit page in 10/06 was 
/findingaids/mc00324/index.html, which ranked third overall with 143 exits and 1.81% of 
total page exits.  This page also ranked first in non-dtd exit pages and third in overall exit 
pages in 2/07, with 296 exits and 3.65% of total page exits for the month.  
 The following charts list the top ten html and xml finding aids, ranked by page 
exits, for 10/06 and 2/07: 
Top Ten Finding Aids by Exits, 10/06 
Rank Address Exits Percent of Exits 
1 /findingaids/mc00324/index.html 143 1.81% 
2 /findingaids/ua023_004/index.html 94 1.19% 
3 /findingaids/mss00088/index.html 81 1.02% 
4 /findingaids/ua105_200/index.html 63 0.80% 
5 /findingaids/ua015_010/index.html 62 0.78% 
6 /findingaids/mc00285/index.html 56 0.71% 
7 /findingaids/ua050_003/index.html 56 0.71% 
8 /findingaids/mss00090/index.html 54 0.68% 
9 /findingaids/ua003_011/index.html 54 0.68% 
10 /findingaids/ua014_001/index.html 50 0.63% 
  Total 713 9.01% 
 
Top Ten Finding Aids by Exits, 2/07 
Rank Address Exits Percent of Exits 
1 /findingaids/mc00324/index.html 296 3.65% 
2 /findingaids/mc00244/index.html 134 1.65% 
3 /findingaids/ua015_010/index.html 80 0.99% 
4 /findingaids/ua015_007/index.html 72 0.89% 
5 /findingaids/ua105_200/index.html 71 0.88% 
6 /findingaids/mss00090/index.html 70 0.86% 
7 /findingaids/mc00225/index.html 65 0.80% 
8 /findingaids/mc00264/index.html 59 0.73% 
9 /findingaids/ua023_004/index.html 56 0.69% 
10 /findingaids/mc00374/index.html 54 0.67% 
  Total 957 11.81% 
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Length of Pageview 
 There were a total of 1,061 pages viewed in the Finding Aids directory in October 
of 2006, with a total pageview time of 14 hours, 44 minutes, and 56 seconds.  47.01% of 
these pageviews are accounted for in the top 100 pages viewed, with 6 hours, 55 minutes, 
and 58 seconds.  There were a total of 1,133 pages viewed in February of 2007, with a 
total pageview time of 13 hours, 29 minutes, and 32 seconds.  54.81% of these pageviews 
are accounted for in the top 100 pages viewed, with 7 hours, 23 minutes, and 43 seconds.  
Users viewed 72 more pages in 2/07 than in 10/06, a difference of 6.79%.  However, 
users spent a longer amount of time viewing pages in 10/06, with a greater pageview time 
by one hour, 15 minutes, and 24 seconds.   
 The top-ranked page by average length of pageview in 10/06 was 
/findingaids/mc00221/index.html, with an average length of 21 minutes and 5 seconds 
per pageview.  The views on this page accounted for 2.38% of total pageview time for the 
month.  This page did not appear in the top 100 pages by length of pageview in 2/07.   
 The top-ranked page by average length of pageview in 2/07 was 
/findingaids/mc00344/index.html, with an average length of 10 minutes and 6 seconds.  
The length views on this page accounted for 1.25% of total pageview time for the month. 
This page did not appear in the top 100 pages by length of pageview in 2/07. The 
following charts list the top ten pages in this directory in 10/06 and 2/07, ranked by 
length of pageview: 
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Top Ten Finding Aids by Length of Pageview, 10/06 
Rank Address 
Average time 
per Pageview 
Percent of 
time for 
the Month 
1 /findingaids/mc00221/index.html 00:21:05 2.38% 
2 /findingaids/xml/ua016_013.xml 00:07:56 0.90% 
3 /findingaids/mc00348/index.html 00:07:15 0.82% 
4 /findingaids/xml/mc00274.xml 00:06:56 0.78% 
5 /findingaids/mc00319/index.html 00:06:54 0.78% 
6 /findingaids/xml/mc00121.xml 00:06:50 0.77% 
7 /findingaids/mc00347/index.html 00:06:35 0.74% 
8 /findingaids/ua003_026/index.html 00:06:08 0.69% 
9 /findingaids/xml/mss00200.xml 00:06:04 0.69% 
10 /findingaids/mc00003/index.html 00:06:03 0.68% 
  Total 01:21:46 9.23% 
 
Top Ten Finding Aids by Length of Pageview, 2/07 
Rank Address 
Average time 
per Pageview 
Percent of 
time for 
the Month 
1 /findingaids/mc00344/index.html 00:10:06 1.25% 
2 /findingaids/mc00260/index.html 00:08:06 1.00% 
3 /findingaids/xml/ua001_200.xml 00:07:59 0.99% 
4 /findingaids/rbc00006/index.html 00:07:27 0.92% 
5 /findingaids/ua105_015/index.html 00:07:25 0.92% 
6 /findingaids/mc00301/index.html 00:07:21 0.91% 
7 /findingaids/mc00275/index.html 00:07:12 0.89% 
8 /findingaids/mc00024/index.html 00:07:09 0.88% 
9 /findingaids/mc00339/index.html 00:07:05 0.87% 
10 /findingaids/mc00010/index.html 00:07:03 0.87% 
  Total 01:16:53 9.50% 
 
Requested Pages 
 October of 2006 saw a total of 1,155 pages requested in the Finding Aids 
directory, with those pages viewed a total of 57,003 times.  47,348 of these views, or 
83.06%, were accounted for in the top 100 requested pages for the month.  February of 
2007 saw a total of 1,178 pages requested in the Finding Aids directory, with those pages 
viewed a total of 56,105 times.  47,799 of these views, or 85.20%, were accounted for in 
the top 100 requested pages for the month.  There were 23 more pages requested in this 
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directory in 2/07 than in 10/06, a difference of 1.99%.  However, there were 898 more 
requests in 10/06 than in 2/07, a difference of 1.60%.   
 In October of 2006, the top 28 requested pages were for dtds and include files.  
The top non-include file ranked 29th, /findingaids/uabynumber.html, with 300 views and 
0.53% of views.  This page ranked 32nd in 2/07, with 183 views and 0.33% of views.  
Again in 2/07, the top 28 requested pages were dtds and include files.  The top non-
include file ranked 29th, /findingaids/mc00324/index.html, with 412 views and 0.73% of 
views.  This page ranked 32nd in 10/06, with 169 views and 0.30% of views. The 
following charts list the top ten requested pages in this directory in 10/06 and 2/07: 
Top Ten Finding Aids by Requests, 10/06 
Rank Address 
Number of 
Requests 
Percent of 
Requests 
1 /findingaids/ua014_001/index.html 177 0.31% 
2 /findingaids/mc00324/index.html 176 0.31% 
3 /findingaids/xml/mc00324.xml 169 0.30% 
4 /findingaids/ua023_004/index.html 154 0.27% 
5 /findingaids/ua050_003/index.html 122 0.21% 
6 /findingaids/ua024/index.html 113 0.20% 
7 /findingaids/ua105_200/index.html 111 0.19% 
8 /findingaids/mc00035/index.html 105 0.18% 
9 /findingaids/ua015_010/index.html 99 0.17% 
10 /findingaids/xml/mc00021.xml 95 0.17% 
  Total 1,321 2.31% 
 
Top Ten Finding Aids by Requests, 2/07 
Rank Address 
Number of 
Requests 
Percent of 
Requests 
1 /findingaids/mc00324/index.html 412 0.73% 
2 /findingaids/xml/mc00324.xml 223 0.40% 
3 /findingaids/mc00244/index.html 155 0.28% 
4 /findingaids/ua015_010/index.html 131 0.23% 
5 /findingaids/ua105_200/index.html 125 0.22% 
6 /findingaids/ua023_004/index.html 106 0.19% 
7 /findingaids/mc00225/index.html 103 0.18% 
8 /findingaids/ua015_007/index.html 101 0.18% 
9 /findingaids/mc00236/index.html 99 0.18% 
10 /findingaids/mss00090/index.html 95 0.17% 
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  Total 1,550 2.76% 
 
 
III. Special Collections 
Bounce Rate / Bounce Pages 
 In October of 2006, there were 3,627 bounces from 383 different pages in the 
Special Collections directory, and 5,599 total entrances on pages in this directory, for an 
overall bounce rate of 60.58%.  In February of 2007, there were 3,463 bounces from 352 
pages, with 4,730 total entrances, for a bounce rate of 63.38%.  There were 164 more 
page bounces in 10/06 than in 2/07, a difference of 4.74%; there were 869 more entrances 
in 10/06 than in 2/07, a difference of 18.37%.  There were 31 more pages with bounces in 
10/06 than in 2/07, a difference of 8.80%.  The difference in bounce rate between 10/06 
and 2/07 is 2.8 percentage points.   
 In the top 100 bounce pages of 10/06, 11 pages had bounce rates of 90% or 
higher; and four of those had bounce rates of 100%.  In the top 100 bounce pages of 2/07, 
13 pages had bounce rates of 90% or higher; three of those had bounce rates of 100%.  
The following charts rank the top ten bounce pages in 10/06 and 2/07 by bounce rate: 
Top Ten Special Collections Pages by Bounce Rate, 10/06 
Rank Page Bounces Entrances 
Bounce 
Rate 
1 
/specialcollections/forestry/schenck/s
eries_vii/us_logging/unidentified/loggi
ng_unidentified.html 12 12 100.00% 
2 
/specialcollections/forestry/biltmore/t
bc2_r.html 10 10 100.00% 
3 
/specialcollections/forestry/schenck/s
eries_vii/us_logging/idaho/logging_id
aho.html 10 10 100.00% 
4 
/specialcollections/forestry/gen_admi
n_corr_hofmann/1946/gac_1946.htm
l 9 9 100.00% 
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5 
/specialcollections/forestry/schenck/s
eries_v/gfi/PinBilt.html 20 21 95.24% 
6 
/specialcollections/forestry/biltmore/t
bc2_c.html 24 26 92.31% 
7 
/specialcollections/forestry/research/b
obcat_habitat_1981/bobcat_habitat_
1981.html 12 13 92.31% 
8 
/specialcollections/forestry/biltmore/t
bc2_a.html 12 13 92.31% 
9 
/specialcollections/forestry/schenck/s
eries_vii/biltmore_estate/vanderbilt/b
iltmore_vanderbilt_family.html 60 66 90.91% 
10 
/specialcollections/forestry/biltmore/t
bc2_e.html 19 21 90.48% 
 
Top Ten Special Collections Pages by Bounce Rate, 2/07 
Rank Page Bounces Entrances 
Bounce 
Rate 
1 
/specialcollections/forestry/backgroun
d.html 10 10 100.00% 
2 
/specialcollections/manuscripts/archit
ects/Public_Pinehurst.html 10 10 100.00% 
3 
/specialcollections/forestry/biltmore/t
bc2_xyz.html 9 9 100.00% 
4 
/specialcollections/greenngrowing/hist
ory/essay_camps.html 17 18 94.44% 
5 
/specialcollections/research/requestinf
ormation.html 74 79 93.67% 
6 
/specialcollections/forestry/biltmore/t
bc2_e.html 14 15 93.33% 
7 
/specialcollections/forestry/biltmore/t
bc2_f.html 12 13 92.31% 
8 
/specialcollections/forestry/schenck/s
eries_vii/us_logging/idaho/logging_id
aho.html 12 13 92.31% 
9 
/specialcollections/forestry/biltmore/t
bc2_a.html 10 11 90.91% 
10 
/specialcollections/find/collectingprogr
ams.html 19 21 90.48% 
 
The following charts rank the top Special Collections pages by number of bounces: 
 
Top Ten Special Collections Pages by Number of Bounces, 10/06 
Rank Page Bounces Entrances 
Bounce 
Rate 
1 
/specialcollections/forestry/hough/Wo
odsPart_I.html 118 158 74.68% 
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2 /specialcollections/index.html 102 328 31.10% 
3 
/specialcollections/forestry/hough/ind
ex.html 97 279 34.77% 
4 
/specialcollections/manuscripts/archit
ects/Public_Raleigh.html 90 119 75.63% 
5 
/specialcollections/forestry/hofmann_f
orest_manager_corr/jackson_1972/f
mc_1972.html 81 116 69.83% 
6 /specialcollections/tobacco/index.html 79 103 76.70% 
7 
/specialcollections/find/ncsuathletics.h
tml 72 99 72.73% 
8 
/specialcollections/forestry/hough/Wo
odsPart_VIII.html 66 86 76.74% 
9 
/specialcollections/forestry/hough/Wo
odsPart_VI.html 64 90 71.11% 
10 
/specialcollections/forestry/hofmann_f
orest_fires/reports_1978-
81/reports_1978_1981.html 61 81 75.31% 
 
 
Top Ten Special Collections Pages by Number of Bounces, 2/07 
Rank Page Bounces Entrances 
Bounce 
Rate 
1 
/specialcollections/forestry/hough/ind
ex.html 116 357 32.49% 
2 /specialcollections/index.html 92 298 30.87% 
3 
/specialcollections/research/requestinf
ormation.html 74 79 93.67% 
4 
/specialcollections/forestry/hough/Wo
odsPart_I.html 66 105 62.86% 
5 
/specialcollections/forestry/hough/Wo
odsPart_IX.html 59 78 75.64% 
6 
/specialcollections/forestry/hough/Wo
odsPart_VIII.html 57 81 70.37% 
7 
/specialcollections/forestry/hough/Wo
odsPart_III.html 56 76 73.68% 
8 
/specialcollections/forestry/hough/Wo
odsPart_VI.html 56 79 70.89% 
9 
/specialcollections/forestry/schenck/s
eries_vii/us_logging/washington/loggi
ng_washington.html 54 65 83.08% 
10 
/specialcollections/forestry/hough/co
mmon.html 51 64 79.69% 
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The number one bounce/entrance page in 10/06 was 
/specialcollections/forestry/hough/WoodsPart_I.html, with 118 bounces, 158 entrances, 
and a bounce rate of 74.68%.  This page was ranked 14th in 2/07, with 66 bounces, 105 
entrances, and a bounce rate of 62.86%.  The number one bounce/entrance page in 2/07 
was /specialcollections/forestry/hough/index.html, with 116 bounces, 357 entrances, and 
a bounce rate of 32.49%.  This page was ranked third in bounces and entrances in 10/06, 
with 97 bounces, 279 entrances, and a bounce rate of 34.77%.   
Downloads 
 October of 2006 saw 81 downloads of 15 different files in the Special Collections 
directory, while there were 104 downloads of 14 different files in this directory in 
February of 2007.  The top two downloaded files in both 10/06 and 2/07 were 
/specialcollections/research/PermissionRequestForm.pdf and 
/specialcollections/research/ReproductionRequestForm.pdf.  The former of these had 21 
hits and 25.93% of hits in 10/06 and 24 hits and 23.08% of hits in 2/07; the latter had 16 
hits and 19.75% of hits in 10/06 and 22 hits and 21.15% of hits in 2/07. The 14 
downloaded files in 2/07 were all Portable Document Files (pdfs) and made up 14 of the 
15 downloaded files in 10/06.  The only file present in the 10/06 list that was not present 
in the 2/07 list was a PowerPoint file that had two hits and 2.47% of hits in 10/06 and was 
either not downloaded or not available in 2/07. The following charts list the top ten 
downloads in both 10/06 and 2/07: 
Top Ten Special Collections Directory Downloads, 10/06 
Rank File Hits 
Percent 
of Hits 
1 
/specialcollections/research/PermissionRequestForm. 
pdf 21 25.93% 
2 /specialcollections/research/ReproductionRequestForm. 16 19.75% 
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pdf 
3 
/specialcollections/centennialcampus/oral_history/cs_ 
hunt.pdf 7 8.64% 
4 
/specialcollections/eresources/text/AzaleaBibliography. 
pdf 5 6.17% 
5 
/specialcollections/centennialcampus/oral_history/cs_ 
winwood.pdf 5 6.17% 
6 
/specialcollections/centennialcampus/oral_history/cs_ 
mckinney.pdf 5 6.17% 
7 
/specialcollections/centennialcampus/oral_history/cs_ 
harris.pdf 4 4.94% 
8 
/specialcollections/centennialcampus/oral_history/cs_ 
monteith.pdf 4 4.94% 
9 
/specialcollections/centennialcampus/oral_history/cs_ 
moreland.pdf 3 3.70% 
10 
/specialcollections/centennialcampus/oral_history/cs_ 
daugherty.pdf 3 3.70% 
  Total 73 90.11% 
 
Top Ten Special Collections Directory Downloads, 2/07 
Rank File Hits 
Percent 
of Hits 
1 
/specialcollections/research/PermissionRequestForm 
.pdf 24 23.08%
2 
/specialcollections/research/ReproductionRequestForm 
.pdf 22 21.15%
3 
/specialcollections/eresources/text/AzaleaBibliography 
.pdf 19 18.27%
4 
/specialcollections/centennialcampus/oral_history/ 
cs_hunt.pdf 5 4.81%
5 
/specialcollections/centennialcampus/oral_history 
/cs_winwood.pdf 5 4.81%
6 
/specialcollections/centennialcampus/oral_history/ 
cs_kekas.pdf 4 3.85%
7 
/specialcollections/centennialcampus/oral_history 
/cs_mckinney.pdf 4 3.85%
8 
/specialcollections/centennialcampus/oral_history/ 
cs_monteith.pdf 4 3.85%
9 
/specialcollections/centennialcampus/oral_history 
/cs_moreland.pdf 3 2.88%
10 
/specialcollections/centennialcampus/oral_history 
/cs_daugherty.pdf 3 2.88%
  Total 93 89.43% 
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Entrance Pages 
 There were entrances on 319 pages in the Special Collections directory in 10/06, 
with 5,599 total page entrances.  4,701 page entrances, or 83.96% of total page entrances, 
were accounted for in the top 100 entrance pages.  There were entrances on 228 pages in 
this directory in 2/07, with 4,730 total page entrances.  4,138 page entrances, or 87.48% 
of total page entrances, were accounted for in the top 100 entrances.  Visitors entered this 
directory on 91 more pages in 10/06 than in 2/07, a difference of 39.91%; and there were 
1,869 more entrances in 10/06 than in 2/07, a difference of 18.37%. 
 The top entrance page in 10/06 was /specialcollections/index.html, with 328 total 
entrances, making up 5.86% of total page entrances.  This page ranked second in 
entrances in 2/07, with 298 entrances and 6.30% of total page entrances.  The top 
entrance page in 2/07 was /specialcollections/forestry/hough/index.html, with 357 total 
entrances, making up 7.55% of total page entrances.  This page ranked second in 
entrances in 10/06, with 279 entrances and 4.98% of total page entrances. The following 
charts list the top ten entrance pages in 10/06 and 2/07: 
Top Ten Special Collections Pages by Entrances, 10/06 
Rank Address Entrances 
Percent of 
Entrances 
1 /specialcollections/index.html 328 5.86% 
2 /specialcollections/forestry/hough/index.html 279 4.98% 
3 /specialcollections/greenngrowing/index.html 234 4.18% 
4 
/specialcollections/forestry/hough/WoodsPart 
_I.html 158 2.82% 
5 
/specialcollections/manuscripts/architects/ 
Public_Raleigh.html 119 2.13% 
6 
/specialcollections/forestry/hofmann_forest_ 
manager_corr/jackson_1972/fmc_1972.html 116 2.07% 
7 
/specialcollections/centennialcampus/index. 
html 108 1.93% 
8 /specialcollections/tobacco/index.html 103 1.84% 
9 /specialcollections/find/ncsuathletics.html 99 1.77% 
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10 
/specialcollections/forestry/hough/WoodsPart 
_II.html 98 1.75% 
  Total 1,642 29.33% 
 
Top Ten Special Collections Pages by Entrances, 2/07 
Rank Address Entrances 
Percent of 
Entrances 
1 /specialcollections/forestry/hough/index.html 357 7.55% 
2 /specialcollections/index.html 298 6.30% 
3 
/specialcollections/forestry/hough/WoodsPart 
_I.html 105 2.22% 
4 
/specialcollections/forestry/hough/WoodsPart 
_VIII.html 81 1.71% 
5 
/specialcollections/forestry/hough/WoodsPar 
t_VI.html 79 1.67% 
6 
/specialcollections/research/requestinformation 
.html 79 1.67% 
7 /specialcollections/forestry/index.html 78 1.65% 
8 
/specialcollections/forestry/hough/WoodsPart 
_IX.html 78 1.65% 
9 /specialcollections/tobacco/index.html 77 1.63% 
10 
/specialcollections/forestry/hough/WoodsPart 
_III.html 76 1.61% 
  Total 1,308 27.66% 
 
Exit Pages 
 October of 2006 saw 6,224 exits off of 421 pages in the Special Collections 
directory, with 4,777 or 76.75% accounted for in the top 100 exit pages.  February of 
2007 saw 6,169 exits off of 614 pages in this directory, with 4,394 or 71.23% accounted 
for in the top 100 exit pages.   There were exits off of 193 more pages in 2/07 than in 
10/06, a difference of 45.84%.  Despite the higher number of exit pages in 2/07, there 
were 55 more exits out of this directory in 10/06, a difference of 0.89%. The top exit page 
in 10/06 and 2/07 was /specialcollections/index.html, with 365 exits and 5.86% of exits in 
10/06 and 331 exits and 5.37% of exits in 2/07. The following charts list the top ten exit 
pages in 10/06 and 2/07: 
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Top Ten Special Collections Pages by Exits, 10/06 
Rank Address Exits 
Percent 
of Exits 
1 /specialcollections/index.html 365 5.86% 
2 /specialcollections/forestry/hough/WoodsPart_I.html 207 3.33% 
3 /specialcollections/forestry/hough/index.html 146 2.35% 
4 /specialcollections/forestry/hough/common.html 123 1.98% 
5 
/specialcollections/forestry/hofmann_forest_manager 
_corr/jackson_1972/fmc_1972.html 118 1.90% 
6 
/specialcollections/manuscripts/architects/Public_ 
Raleigh.html 110 1.77% 
7 /specialcollections/eresources/digitalimages.html 108 1.74% 
8 /specialcollections/tobacco/index.html 107 1.72% 
9 /specialcollections/forestry/hough/WoodsPart_II.html 104 1.67% 
10 /specialcollections/greenngrowing/index.html 88 1.41% 
  Total 1,476 23.73% 
 
Top Ten Special Collections Pages by Exits, 2/07 
Rank Address Exits 
Percent 
of Exits 
1 /specialcollections/index.html 331 5.37% 
2 /specialcollections/forestry/hough/index.html 170 2.76% 
3 /specialcollections/forestry/hough/WoodsPart_I.html 162 2.63% 
4 /specialcollections/forestry/hough/common.html 156 2.53% 
5 /specialcollections/research/requestinformation.html 109 1.77% 
6 /specialcollections/forestry/hough/toc.html 86 1.39% 
7 /specialcollections/forestry/hough/WoodsPart_VIII.html 82 1.33% 
8 /specialcollections/forestry/hough/WoodsPart_VI.html 79 1.28% 
9 /specialcollections/forestry/hough/WoodsPart_III.html 74 1.20% 
10 /specialcollections/forestry/hough/WoodsPart_IX.html 70 1.13% 
  Total 1,319 21.39% 
 
Length of Pageview 
 There were a total of 420 pages viewed in the Special Collections directory in 
October of 2006, with a total pageview time of 8 hours, 37 minutes, and 53 seconds.  
65.71% of these pageviews are accounted for in the top 100 pages viewed, with five 
hours, 40 minutes, and 17 seconds.  There were a total of 1,734 pages viewed in February 
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of 2007, with a total pageview time of 17 hours, 12 minutes, and 26 seconds.  40.12% of 
these pageviews are accounted for in the top 100 pages viewed, with 5 hours, 54 minutes, 
and 13 seconds.  There were 1,314 more pages viewed in 2/07 than in 10/06, a difference 
of 312.86%.  This significant increase was accompanied by the pageview time nearly 
doubling.  In 2/07 there were an additional eight hours, 34 minutes, and 33 seconds of 
pageview time over 10/06.   
 The top-ranked page by average length of pageview in 10/06 was 
/specialcollections/forestry/schenck/series_vi/bios/Campbell.html, with an average length 
of ten minutes and 28 seconds per pageview.  The views on this page accounted for 
2.02% of pageview time for the month.  This page did not appear in the top 100 pages by 
length of pageview in 2/07.   
 The top-ranked page by average length of pageview in 2/07 was 
/specialcollections/digital/text/architects/Public_NewBern.html, with an average length 
of ten minutes and 23 seconds per pageview.  The views on this page accounted for 
1.01% of pageview time for the month.  This page did not appear in the top 100 pages by 
length of pageview in 2/07. The following charts list the top ten pages in this directory in 
10/06 and 2/07, ranked by length of pageview: 
Top Ten Special Collections Pages by Length of Pageview, 10/06 
Rank Address 
Average 
Time per 
Pageview 
Percent of 
Time for 
the Month 
1 
/specialcollections/forestry/schenck/series_vi/ 
bios/Campbell.html 00:10:28 2.02% 
2 
/specialcollections/eresources/text/engineering/ 
reactor/murray/MurNBgaskets101852.html 00:09:08 1.76% 
3 
/specialcollections/forestry/schenck/series_vii/ 
biltmore_estate/village/biltmore_village.html 00:08:48 1.70% 
4 /specialcollections/find/communications.html 00:08:31 1.64% 
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5 
/specialcollections/forestry/schenck/series_vii/ 
biltmore_estate/misc/biltmore_unidentified.html 00:08:02 1.55% 
6 
/specialcollections/eresources/text/engineering/ 
reactor/murray/MurNBlavisit062851.html 00:07:54 1.53% 
7 /specialcollections/find/sociology.html 00:07:16 1.40% 
8 /specialcollections/forestry/thankyou.html 00:07:03 1.36% 
9 
/specialcollections/forestry/ccc/corr_1933_1934/ 
ccc_corr_1933_1934.html 00:06:51 1.32% 
10 
/specialcollections/forestry/schenck/series_vi/ 
bios/Armstrong.html 00:06:20 1.22% 
  Total 01:20:21 15.50% 
 
Top Ten Special Collections Pages by Length of Pageview, 2/07 
Rank Address 
Average 
Time per 
Pageview 
Percent of 
Time for 
the Month 
1 
/specialcollections/digital/text/architects/Public_ 
NewBern.html 00:10:23 1.01% 
2 
/specialcollections/forestry/gen_admin_corr_ 
hofmann/1940/jul-dec1940/gac_jul-dec1940.html 00:10:15 0.99% 
3 /specialcollections/eresources/alphabeticlist.html 00:08:31 0.82% 
4 
/specialcollections/greenngrowing/history/4H_ 
history.html 00:08:16 0.80% 
5 
/specialcollections/forestry/hofmann_writings/ 
Forestry_Department/History_1929-1948/History 
_1929-1948.html 00:08:15 0.80% 
6 
/specialcollections/eresources/text/engineering/ 
reactor/murray/MurNBsiphon101152.xml 00:08:09 0.79% 
7 
/specialcollections/forestry/schenck/series_v/ger 
_1923/ger_1923.html 00:07:45 0.75% 
8 
/specialcollections/eresources/text/engineering/ 
reactor/murray/MurNBbarytes071951.html 00:07:19 0.71% 
9 
/specialcollections/eresources/text/engineering/ 
reactor/DONRsafe071653.xml 00:07:17 0.71% 
10 
/specialcollections/eresources/text/engineering/ 
reactor/murray/MurNBreport000051.html 00:06:56 0.67% 
  Total 01:23:06 8.05% 
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Requested Pages 
 October of 2006 saw a total of 1,109 pages requested in the Special Collections 
directory, with those pages viewed a total of 22,385 times.  16,203 of these views, or 
72.38%, were accounted for in the top 100 requested pages for the month.  February of 
2007 saw a total of 1,839 pages requested in this directory, with those pages viewed a 
total of 23,372 times.  15,444 of these views, or 66.08%, were accounted for in the top 
100 requested pages for the month.  There were 730 more pages requested in 2/07 than in 
10/06, a difference of 65.83%; with a total of 987 more views in 2/07, a difference of 
4.41%.   
 In October of 2006, the top requested page, /specialcollections/index.html, 
accounted for 2.620, or 11.70%, of the total page vequests for the month.  This page also 
ranked first in page requests in 2/07, with 2,638 requests and 11.29% of total requests. In 
both of these months the second, third, and fourth most requested pages were include 
files.  The fifth and sixth in 10/06, /specialcollections/greenngrowing/index.html and  
/specialcollections/forestry/hough/index.html, ranked sixth and fifth, respectively, in 
2/07.  In 10/06 these pages made up 1,121 total requests, or 5.01% of requests; in 2/07 
these pages accounted for 1,009 requests or 4.31% of requests. The following charts list 
the top ten requested pages in this directory in 10/06 and 2/07: 
Top Ten Special Collections Pages by Requests, 10/06 
Rank Address Requests 
Percent of 
Requests 
1 /specialcollections/index.html 2620 11.70% 
2 /specialcollections/greenngrowing/index.html 610 2.73% 
3 /specialcollections/forestry/hough/index.html 511 2.28% 
4 
/specialcollections/eresources/digitalimages.h
tml 468 2.09% 
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5 
/specialcollections/forestry/hough/WoodsPart
_I.html 375 1.68% 
6 
/specialcollections/greenngrowing/browse.ht
ml 238 1.06% 
7 
/specialcollections/forestry/hough/common.ht
ml 231 1.03% 
8 /specialcollections/find/topical.html 229 1.02% 
9 
/specialcollections/forestry/hough/WoodsPart
_II.html 226 1.01% 
10 
/specialcollections/centennialcampus/index.ht
ml 205 0.92% 
  Total 5,713 25.52% 
 
 
Top Ten Special Collections Pages by Requests, 2/07 
Rank Address Requests 
Percent of 
Requests 
1 /specialcollections/index.html 2,638 11.29% 
2 /specialcollections/forestry/hough/index.html 625 2.67% 
3 /specialcollections/greenngrowing/index.html 384 1.64% 
4 /specialcollections/find/subject.html 353 1.51% 
5 
/specialcollections/forestry/hough/WoodsPart
_I.html 337 1.44% 
6 /specialcollections/find/index.html 323 1.38% 
7 
/specialcollections/forestry/hough/common.ht
ml 261 1.12% 
8 /specialcollections/digital/index.html 250 1.07% 
9 
/specialcollections/research/requestinformatio
n.html 245 1.05% 
10 /specialcollections/digital/subject.html 237 1.01% 
  Total 5,653 24.18% 
 
IV. University Archives 
Bounce Rate / Bounce Pages 
 In October of 2006, there were 1,195 bounces from 33 different pages in the 
University Archives directory, and 1,770 total entrances on pages in this directory, for an 
overall average bounce rate of 65.88%.  In February of 2007, there were 1,320 bounces 
from 40 pages, with 1,901 total entrances, for an average bounce rate of 65.81%.  There 
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were 125 more page bounces in 2/07 than in 10/06, a difference of 10.46%; there were 
131 more entrances in 2/07 than in 10/06, a difference of 7.40%.  There were seven more 
pages with bounces in 2/07 than in 10/06, a difference of 21.21%.  The difference in 
bounce rate between 10/06 and 2/07 is 0.07 percentage points.   
 In the 33 pages with bounces in 10/06, five pages had bounce rates of 90% or 
higher; three of those had bounce rates of 100%.  In the 40 pages with bounces in 2/07, 
four pages had bounce rates of 90% or higher; and all four of those had bounce rates of 
100%.  The following charts rank the top ten bounce pages in 10/06 and 2/07 by bounce 
rate: 
Top Ten University Archives Pages by Bounce Rate, 10/06 
Rank Page Bounces Entrances 
Bounce 
Rate 
1 
/universityarchives/retentionschedul
es/fandb_fas_schedule.html 5 5 100.00% 
2 
/universityarchives/universityhistory
/provosthistory/chapter_two.html 4 4 100.00% 
3 
/universityarchives/retentionschedul
es/chass_english_schedule.html 1 1 100.00% 
4 
/universityarchives/recordtransfer/va
lueguidelines.html 13 15 86.67% 
5 
/universityarchives/universityhistory
/timeline.html 147 174 84.48% 
6 
/universityarchives/retentionschedul
es/fandb_contracts_schedule.html 9 11 81.82% 
7 
/universityarchives/universityhistory
/timeline_athletics.html 536 665 80.60% 
8 
/universityarchives/recordtransfer/tr
ansferinstructions.html 18 24 75.00% 
9 
/universityarchives/universityhistory
/provosthistory/chapter_six.html 6 8 75.00% 
10 
/universityarchives/universityhistory
/publishedresources.html 56 75 74.67% 
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Top Ten University Archives Pages by Bounce Rate, 2/07 
Rank Page Bounces Entrances 
Bounce 
Rate 
1 
/universityarchives/retentionschedul
es/fandb_accounts_schedule.html 19 19 100.00% 
2 
/universityarchives/recordtransfer/tr
ansferinstructions.html 6 6 100.00% 
3 
/universityarchives/retentionschedul
es/chass_philosophy_schedule.html 3 3 100.00% 
4 
/universityarchives/retentionschedul
es/chass_polisci_schedule.html 2 2 100.00% 
5 
/universityarchives/universityhistory
/provosthistory/chapter_six.html 9 11 81.82% 
6 
/universityarchives/universityhistory
/timeline.html 141 173 81.50% 
7 
/universityarchives/retentionschedul
es/fandb_generalaccounting_schedul
e.html 4 5 80.00% 
8 
/universityarchives/universityhistory
/timeline_athletics.html 603 774 77.91% 
9 
/universityarchives/universityhistory
/publishedresources.html 103 134 76.87% 
10 
/universityarchives/universityhistory
/provosthistory/appendix.html 16 21 76.19% 
 
The following charts rank the top University Archives pages by number of bounces: 
 
Top Ten University Archives Pages by Number of Bounces, 10/06 
Rank Page Bounces Entrances 
Bounce 
Rate 
1 
/universityarchives/universityhistory
/timeline_athletics.html 536 665 80.60% 
2 
/universityarchives/universityhistory
/timeline.html 147 174 84.48% 
3 /universityarchives/index.html 87 269 32.34% 
4 
/universityarchives/universityhistory
/index.html 60 145 41.38% 
5 
/universityarchives/universityhistory
/publishedresources.html 56 75 74.67% 
6 
/universityarchives/universityhistory
/fac_hand_history.html 46 75 61.33% 
7 
/universityarchives/universityhistory
/briefhistory.html 43 60 71.67% 
8 
/universityarchives/universityhistory
/library_directors.html 26 45 57.78% 
9 /universityarchives/uapc/index.html 18 29 62.07% 
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10 
/universityarchives/recordtransfer/tr
ansferinstructions.html 18 24 75.00% 
 
Top Ten University Archives Pages by Number of Bounces, 2/07 
Rank Page Bounces Entrances 
Bounce 
Rate 
1 
/universityarchives/universityhistory
/timeline_athletics.html 603 774 77.91% 
2 
/universityarchives/universityhistory
/timeline.html 141 173 81.50% 
3 
/universityarchives/universityhistory
/publishedresources.html 103 134 76.87% 
4 /universityarchives/index.html 81 226 35.84% 
5 
/universityarchives/universityhistory
/fac_hand_history.html 58 80 72.50% 
6 
/universityarchives/universityhistory
/briefhistory.html 49 70 70.00% 
7 
/universityarchives/universityhistory
/index.html 47 157 29.94% 
8 
/universityarchives/universityhistory
/library_directors.html 35 46 76.09% 
9 
/universityarchives/universityhistory
/internetresources.html 20 43 46.51% 
10 
/universityarchives/retentionschedul
es/fandb_accounts_schedule.html 19 19 100.00% 
 
The number one bounce/entrance page in 10/06 was 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/timeline_athletics.html, with 536 bounces, 665 
entrances, and a bounce rate of 80.60%.  This page was also ranked first in 2/07, with 603 
bounces, 774 entrances, and a bounce rate of 77.91%.  
Downloads 
 There was only one file downloaded from the University Archives directory in 
10/06 and 2/07.  This file was a Microsoft Word document, 
/universityarchives/recordtransfer/mswordform.doc, which was downloaded six times in 
10/06 and five times in 2/07.     
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Entrance Pages 
 There were entrances on 28 pages in the University Archives directory in 10/06, 
with 1,770 total page entrances.  There were entrances on 29 pages in 2/07, with 1,901 
total page entrances.  Despite the difference of only one more entrance page in 2/07 than 
in 10/06, there were 131 more entrances in 2/07, a difference of 7.4%.  The top entrance 
page in 10/06 and 2/07 was /universityarchives/universityhistory/timeline_athletics.html, 
with 665 entrances and 37.57% of entrances in 10/06 and 774 entrances and 40.72% of 
entrances in 2/07.  The top four entrance pages were the same in both 10/06 and 2/07, 
with the top four pages accounting for 1,253 entrances and 70.79% of entrances in 10/06 
and 1,330 entrances and 69.97% of entrances in 2/07.  The following charts list the top 
ten entrance pages in 10/06 and 2/07: 
Top Ten University Archives Pages by Entrances, 10/06 
Rank Address Entrances 
Percent of 
Entrances 
1 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/timeline
_athletics.html 665 37.57% 
2 /universityarchives/index.html 269 15.20% 
3 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/timeline.
html 174 9.83% 
4 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/index.ht
ml 145 8.19% 
5 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/fac_han
d_history.html 75 4.24% 
6 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/publishe
dresources.html 75 4.24% 
7 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/briefhist
ory.html 60 3.39% 
8 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/library_
directors.html 45 2.54% 
9 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/internetr
esources.html 41 2.32% 
10 /universityarchives/uapc/index.html 29 1.64% 
  Total 1,578 89.16% 
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Top Ten University Archives Pages by Entrances, 2/07 
Rank Address Entrances 
Percent of 
Entrances 
1 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/timeline
_athletics.html 774 40.72% 
2 /universityarchives/index.html 226 11.89% 
3 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/timeline.
html 173 9.10% 
4 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/index.ht
ml 157 8.26% 
5 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/publishe
dresources.html 134 7.05% 
6 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/fac_han
d_history.html 80 4.21% 
7 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/briefhist
ory.html 70 3.68% 
8 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/library_
directors.html 46 2.42% 
9 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/internetr
esources.html 43 2.26% 
10 
/universityarchives/retentionschedules/fandb
_contracts_schedule.html 26 1.37% 
  Total 1,729 90.96% 
 
Exit Pages 
 October of 2006 saw 1,702 exits off of 47 pages in the University Archives 
directory, while February of 2007 saw 1,881 exits off of 60 pages in this directory.  
Visitors exited off of 13 more pages in 2/07, a difference of 27.66%.  There were 179 
more page exits in this directory in 2/07, a difference of 10.52%.  The top three exit pages 
were the same in both months, with the top three being 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/timeline_athletics.html,  
/universityarchives/universityhistory/timeline.html, and /universityarchives/index.html.   
The top page had 628 exits and 36.90% of exits in 10/06 and 708 exits and 37.64% of 
exits in 2/07.  The second page had 213 exits and 12.51% of exits in 10/06 and 237 exits 
and 12.60% of exits in 2/07.  The third page had 159 exits and 9.34% of exits in 10/06 
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and 145 exits and 7.71% of exits in 2/07.  Together these pages made up 1,000 exits and 
58.75% of exits in 10/06 and 1,090 exits and 57.95% of exits in 2/07. The following 
charts list the top ten exit pages in 10/06 and 2/07: 
Top Ten University Archives Pages by Exits, 10/06 
Rank Address Exits 
Percent 
of Exits 
1 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/timeline_athlet
ics.html 628 36.90% 
2 /universityarchives/universityhistory/timeline.html 213 12.51% 
3 /universityarchives/index.html 159 9.34% 
4 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/briefhistory.ht
ml 81 4.76% 
5 /universityarchives/universityhistory/index.html 77 4.52% 
6 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/publishedresou
rces.html 73 4.29% 
7 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/fac_hand_hist
ory.html 60 3.53% 
8 /universityarchives/uapc/index.html 56 3.29% 
9 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/library_directo
rs.html 44 2.59% 
10 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/internetresour
ces.html 37 2.17% 
  Total 1,428 83.90% 
 
Top Ten University Archives Pages by Exits, 2/07 
Rank Address Exits 
Percent 
of Exits 
1 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/timeline_athlet
ics.html 708 37.64% 
2 /universityarchives/universityhistory/timeline.html 237 12.60% 
3 /universityarchives/index.html 145 7.71% 
4 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/publishedresou
rces.html 134 7.12% 
5 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/briefhistory.ht
ml 94 5.00% 
6 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/fac_hand_hist
ory.html 79 4.20% 
7 /universityarchives/universityhistory/index.html 65 3.46% 
8 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/library_directo
rs.html 46 2.45% 
9 /universityarchives/uapc/index.html 39 2.07% 
10 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/internetresour
ces.html 36 1.91% 
  Total 1,583 84.16% 
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Length of Pageview 
 There were a total of 47 pages viewed in the University Archives directory in 
October of 2006, with a total pageview time of one hour, 24 minutes and 40 seconds. 
There were a total of 76 pages viewed in this directory in February of 2007, with a total 
pageview time of one hour, 49 minutes, and 12 seconds.  Users viewed 29 more pages in 
2/07 than in 10/06, a difference of 61.70%, and spent 24 minutes and 32 seconds more on 
pages in this directory.   
 The top-ranked page by average length of pageview in 10/06 was 
/universityarchives/retentionschedules/fandb_accounts_schedule.html, with an average 
length of seven minutes and twenty-two seconds per pageview.  The views on this page 
accounted for 8.70% of pageview time for the month.  This page ranked 68th in pageview 
time in 2/07, with an average view of two seconds, and making up 0.03% of pageview 
time for the month.    
 The top-ranked page by average length of pageview in 2/07 was 
/universityarchives/retentionschedules/cals_departments_schedule.html, with an average 
length of six minutes and twenty-five seconds per pageview.  The views on this page 
accounted for 5.88% of pageview time for the month.  This page did not appear on the 
list of viewed pages in 10/06. The following charts list the top ten pages in this directory 
in 10/06 and 2/07, ranked by length of pageview: 
Top Ten University Archives Pages by Length of Pageview, 10/06 
Rank Address 
Average Time 
per Pageview 
Percent of 
Time for the 
Month 
1 
/universityarchives/retentionschedules/fa
ndb_accounts_schedule.html 00:07:22 8.70% 
2 
/universityarchives/retentionschedules/fa
ndb_controlleradmin_schedule.html 00:06:52 8.11% 
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3 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/prov
osthistory/chapter_two.html 00:04:56 5.83% 
4 
/universityarchives/retentionschedules/fa
ndb_generalaccounting_schedule.html 00:04:49 5.69% 
5 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/brief
history.html 00:04:41 5.53% 
6 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/prov
osthistory/chapter_seven.html 00:04:30 5.31% 
7 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/prov
osthistory/chapter_six.html 00:04:08 4.88% 
8 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/timel
ine.html 00:03:51 4.55% 
9 
/universityarchives/retentionschedules/fa
ndb_admin_schedule.html 00:03:36 4.25% 
10 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/timel
ine_athletics.html 00:02:59 3.52% 
  Total 00:47:44 56.37% 
 
Top Ten University Archives Pages by Length of Pageview, 2/07 
Rank Address 
Average Time 
per Pageview 
Percent of 
Time for the 
Month 
1 
/universityarchives/retentionschedules/cal
s_departments_schedule.html 00:06:25 5.88% 
2 
/universityarchives/recordtransfer/mswor
dform.doc 00:06:20 5.80% 
3 
/universityarchives/retentionschedules/fa
ndb_humanresources_schedule.html 00:05:42 5.22% 
4 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/prov
osthistory/chapter_four.html 00:05:12 4.76% 
5 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/brief
history.html 00:05:02 4.61% 
6 /universityarchives/uapc/luna.html 00:05:00 4.58% 
7 
/universityarchives/retentionschedules/uni
versity_planning_schedule.html 00:04:15 3.89% 
8 
/universityarchives/retentionschedules/stu
dentaffairs_upwardbound_schedule.html 00:03:37 3.31% 
9 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/prov
osthistory/chapter_two.html 00:03:35 3.28% 
10 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/timel
ine.html 00:03:20 3.05% 
  Total 00:48:28 44.38% 
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Requested Pages 
 October of 2006 saw a total of 70 pages requested in the University Archives 
directory, with those pages viewed a total of 4,156 times. February of 2007 saw a total of 
78 pages requested, with those pages viewed a total of 3,925 times.  There were eight 
more requested pages in 2/07, but 231 more pages requested in 10/06.    
 The top three requested pages were the same in 10/06 and in 2/07.  These pages 
were /universityarchives/universityhistory/timeline_athletics.html, 
/universityarchives/index.html, and /universityarchives/universityhistory/timeline.html.  
These three pages accounted for 2,064 requests or 49.67% of requests in 10/06, with the 
top page being requested 884 times.  These three pages accounted for 1,981 requests or 
50.47% of requests in 2/07, with the top page being requested 955 times. The following 
charts list the top ten requested pages in this directory in 10/06 and 2/07: 
Top Ten University Archives Pages by Requests, 10/06 
Rank Address Requests 
Percent of 
Requests 
1 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/timeline_at
hletics.html 884 21.27% 
2 /universityarchives/index.html 836 20.12% 
3 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/timeline.ht
ml 344 8.28% 
4 /universityarchives/uapc/index.html 314 7.56% 
5 /universityarchives/universityhistory/index.html 275 6.62% 
6 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/briefhistory
.html 145 3.49% 
7 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/internetres
ources.html 141 3.39% 
8 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/publishedr
esources.html 119 2.86% 
9 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/fac_hand_
history.html 111 2.67% 
10 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/library_dire
ctors.html 106 2.55% 
  Total 3,275 78.81% 
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Top Ten University Archives Pages by Requests, 2/07 
Rank Address Requests 
Percent of 
Requests 
1 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/timeline_at
hletics.html 955 24.33% 
2 /universityarchives/index.html 655 16.69% 
3 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/timeline.ht
ml 371 9.45% 
4 /universityarchives/universityhistory/index.html 262 6.68% 
5 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/publishedr
esources.html 186 4.74% 
6 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/briefhistory
.html 163 4.15% 
7 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/fac_hand_
history.html 118 3.01% 
8 /universityarchives/uapc/index.html 106 2.70% 
9 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/internetres
ources.html 101 2.57% 
10 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/library_dire
ctors.html 77 1.96% 
  Total 2,994 76.28% 
 
 
Discussion 
 The results present many questions about SCRC web use, but provide few 
answers.  The bounce rate results particularly bring up questions about how users are 
finding SCRC pages.  For example, in the Exhibits directory in October of 2006, six 
pages in the top ten are in the /exhibits/chancellors/ directory.  No results from the 
/exhibits/chancellors/ directory are part of the top ten bounce page results in February of 
2007.  The data does not include information that will provide answers regarding what 
causes differences of this sort, but it is possible to speculate on causes.  Perhaps in 
October of 2006 the online exhibit of chancellors was advertised on particularly visible 
web pages on the NCSU Libraries website, or in online or print news releases from the 
SCRC or the NCSU Libraries.  Or perhaps during this time there were presentations, 
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classes, or promotions that involved the history of the chancellors of NC State, and these 
activities helped draw attention to the online exhibit.  This study does not include or have 
access to information that will shed light on the answers to these questions, so it is only 
possible to speculate.   
 Another candidate for speculation regarding page bounces in the Exhibits is 
/exhibits/baseball/highlights.html, which had 1,455 bounces and a bounce rate of 94.05% 
in October of 2006.  This was the page with the highest number of bounces in October of 
2006, and also the page with the highest numbers of entrances (1,547), exits (1,537), and 
page requests (1,708) in that month, with numbers significantly above other results in the 
respective sets.  However, this page only ranked 32nd in regard to length of pageview 
during that month, with an average pageview time of two minutes and five seconds.  The 
page was clearly getting significant use, but was not generally being used for very long 
periods of time.  To put this in perspective, the page with the second highest number of 
bounces during October of 2006, /exhibits/vietnam/highlights.html, had 469 bounces and 
a bounce rate of 77.01%, and also ranked second in entrances (609), exits (610), and 
requests (784).  Though this page ranked second in numbers of bounces, entrances, exits, 
and requests, its results in these categories are significantly lower than those of the top-
ranked page.  In February of 2007, /exhibits/vietnam/highlights.html was the highest-
ranked entrance page and had only 355 entrances, while 
/exhibits/baseball/highlights.html ranked 17th in entrances, and had 82 bounces, 103 
entrances, and a bounce rate of 79.61%. What brought so much more traffic to 
/exhibits/baseball/highlights.html in October of 2006, and why did the traffic bounce 
from the page so frequently?  Was the page linked from somewhere particularly visible in 
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October of 2006 that it was not linked from in February of 2007?  Did patrons find what 
they were looking for on the page and then not need or want to examine the site any 
further? Were patrons looking for something that they did not find on that page, and if so, 
what were they looking for?  Perhaps there were promotions or advertisements going on 
in October of 2006, or perhaps there were workshops, classes, presentations, or class 
assignments taking place during this month that were related to the content of this page.  
If this is the case, perhaps these activities were not occurring in February of 2007.  With 
future studies involving information of this type, it would be useful to have other 
information for comparison.  Perhaps it would be possible to calculate locations of links 
from pages in the ncsu.edu domain, or links from other domains, that point to the pages 
in question.  It also might be useful to also gather data on the usage of special collections 
resources by specific courses, in order to see what classes, professors, and departments 
are trying to incorporate special collections materials into coursework and research.   
 Similar activities could have influenced the page request results in the Exhibits 
directory. For some reason the pages in the directory /exhibits/pulitzer/ were in greater 
demand in February of 2007 than in October of 2006.  Nine of the top ten requested 
pages in February of 2007 were in the /exhibits/pulitzer/ directory, and these made up for 
27.37% of total page requests for that month.  Only one of the top ten page request results 
in October of 2006 was in this directory, and it made up for only 1.87% of total page 
requests for the month.  Many of the previously mentioned explanations could be posed 
to explain the changes in this data.  It is also possible that promotions and news 
surrounding the yearly announcements of Pulitzer finalists and the awarding of the prizes 
could play a part in traffic changes to these pages. 
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 On examining use of particular collections in the Finding Aids directory, one of 
the notable items is MC 324, the Charles Horton Papers.  The xml and html finding aids 
for this collection consistently rank highly in page entrances, exits, and requests in both 
10/06 and 2/07; however, they do not rank highly in bounce rate or in length of pageview.  
So according to this data, these pages were accessed many times, but were not necessarily 
the only pages viewed by users and were not necessarily viewed for lengthy amounts of 
time.  Users may have found these pages through searches on the NCSU Libraries’ 
website or through other online searches, and after accessing the pages, users may have 
looked at other pages on the site, perhaps searching for more information on other 
collections or on how to see these physical papers.  These papers document the career of 
a furniture designer in North Carolina, and they may be of importance to students at NC 
State’s School of Design; but from this data there is no way to know who the users were, 
what they were looking for, whether or not they found their desired information, and 
where else they turned to satisfy their information needs.  This data set does not include 
information on the click-paths, but in future studies the inclusion of click-path data could 
possibly provide more information about how users are exploring these resources. 
 In the Special Collections directory the top ten pages by bounce rate in October of 
2006 were all in the /specialcollections/forestry/ directory; but in February of 2007 only 
six of the top ten bounce pages were in this directory.  So October of 2006 saw 
significant traffic enter the Special Collections directory in the Forestry section and then 
immediately leave, and this occurred to a lesser degree in February of 2007.  The 
Forestry section of this directory also saw significant entrance and exit traffic in both 
October of 2006 and February of 2007.  The only other page that consistently ranked in 
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the top ten in entrances and exits in both of these months was the page 
/specialcollections/index.html.  This page ranked first in entrances in 10/06, second in 
entrances in 2/07, and first in exits in both 10/06 and 2/07.  As this page is linked from 
the Libraries’ main page, it makes sense that users browsing for information on Special 
Collections or exploring the Libraries’ site might click the Special Collections link and be 
taken to this page.  It would be interesting to have a larger set of data to examine in order 
to see if this page regularly ranks at the top of entrances and exits in this directory.  This 
finding might indicate that most users are indeed accessing the Special Collections 
directory through the NCSU Libraries’ main web page   
 In the University Archives directory, the page 
/universityarchives/universityhistory/timeline_athletics.html was consistently important 
across nearly all measures and dates.  This page ranked first in number of page bounces, 
entrances, exits, and page requests in both 10/06 and 2/07; but ranked tenth in length of 
pageview in October of 2006 and did not rank in the top ten in terms of pageview length 
in February of 2007.  Much like /exhibits/baseball/highlights.html, this page saw 
significant use, but generally was not viewed for extensive periods of time.  
Unfortunately the log files only provide the numbers and figures in these cases, not the 
hows or whys to explain the situations. 
 Unlike the other measures, the files downloaded and download numbers remained 
relatively similar in each respective directory across the two months.  In the Exhibits 
directory, the downloaded files were the same in 10/06 and 2/07, except for two files that 
appeared on the download list in 2/07 and not in 10/06.  The download numbers are 
similar, though generally a bit higher in 10/06; perhaps differences in physical exhibits 
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and their promotions could have helped cause these differences. In 10/06 and 2/07 the top 
two downloads in the Special Collections directory were the research permission request 
form and the item reproduction request form (for requesting copies).  If the study were 
conducted over a longer period of time, perhaps the importance of these pages would 
emerge as a regular pattern, and perhaps the numbers of monthly downloads would 
correlate with the numbers of monthly in-person patrons and in-person copy requests.  As 
stated in the Results section, there were no files downloaded in the Finding Aids 
directory in either of the months that were tracked.  It is possible that there just are not 
any files available in this directory that Urchin tracks as download file types.  Urchin 
tracked Portable Document Files (pdfs), Microsoft Word documents (.docs), and 
Microsoft PowerPoint documents (.ppts) as downloads in the other directories; so if no 
documents of these types were available in the Finding Aids directory, it would make 
sense that there would be no results in this category.  Similarly, only one file 
(/universityarchives/recordtransfer/mswordform.doc) was downloaded in the University 
Archives directory in both October of 2006 and February of 2007.  It is possible that this 
is the only file available for download in this directory.    
 After seeing the results, it appears that a more useful approach for this study 
might be to examine smaller result sets over a longer period of time, perhaps 25 results 
per measure over the course of six or twelve months.  The month-to-month approach 
would have been better for tracing patterns and trends and seeing traffic change over 
time.  Setting up a regular procedure for tracking monthly web traffic in this manner 
might provide useful information sets for SCRC managers and staff in order to help them 
see patterns and trends, and in order to view these trends in light of other departmental 
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and institutional activities.  For example, in a month when a certain online exhibit or 
collection is being featured, staff could use Urchin to track web traffic to the pages 
involved in the collection or exhibit.  If these pages are not being viewed, perhaps 
changes can be made with online promotions and links or with print publications and 
press.  If the pages are being viewed, perhaps there are traffic patterns that would be 
useful to note and to compare to other data.  This study did not examine the data in regard 
to its possible relation to departmental activities and outreach, such as advertising, 
promotions, classes, workshops, and the like; and future work of that type would be 
useful as a way to shed light on the possible causes of some of the spikes and changes in 
the data.  Specific information to track and correlate with electronic stats might include 
numbers of classes taught and class subjects and data on where and how online exhibits 
are advertised and promoted.  
 More future work in this area might involve explorations of “website stickiness”, 
or what helps get users to explore sites rather than just bouncing off of certain pages.  As 
changes are made to online exhibits and collections and to page layouts, traffic changes 
could be monitored for possible correlations.  Ideally data of this type can help library 
departments examine web traffic patterns and trends and help make decisions about 
collections and services both on and off-line, possibly including decisions about how to 
advertise and promote exhibits, collections, and services.  However, it is important to 
remember that in order to get a more complete picture of the use situation, departments 
should examine web log data in conjunction with other data sets, such as feedback from 
patrons and physical item circulation and use statistics.   
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